
Master Long Range Ri�e Shooting
Techniques: Insights from Wayne
Van Zwoll on Optics and
Ammunition
Long-range rifle shooting requires a unique set of skills and knowledge to

consistently hit targets at extended distances. In this article, we will delve into the

world of long-range shooting and provide insights from the renowned expert,

Wayne Van Zwoll.

Understanding the Basics

Before we dive deeper, it's crucial to grasp the fundamental concepts of long-

range rifle shooting. The techniques, optics, and ammunition all play vital roles in

your success as a long-range shooter.

1. Techniques

Long-range shooting involves several important techniques that need to be honed

for precision. Wayne Van Zwoll emphasizes the following:
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Follow-through:

After pulling the trigger, maintaining your sight picture and staying relaxed is

crucial to ensure accuracy. A jerky or rushed follow-through can significantly

affect your shot placement.

Recoil Management:

Recoil can disrupt your sight alignment, making it essential to master recoil

management techniques. Proper body positioning, grip, and control help maintain

control and improve accuracy.

Wind Estimation:

The wind is the long-range shooter's greatest adversary. Van Zwoll advises

developing the ability to accurately estimate wind speed and direction, as it

significantly impacts bullet trajectory.

2. Optics

Choosing the right optics is critical for long-range shooting. Wayne Van Zwoll

highlights the importance of clear and high-quality scopes with variable

magnification to effectively judge and engage distant targets.

3. Ammunition

Accurate and consistent ammunition is essential for long-range shooting. Van

Zwoll stresses the significance of using match-grade ammunition, meticulously

crafted for precision and consistency.
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Advanced Techniques and Approaches

As you progress in your long-range shooting journey, employing advanced

techniques can further enhance your skills. Here are some insights shared by

Wayne Van Zwoll:

1. Bullet Selection

Choosing the right bullet for long-range shooting is crucial to attain optimal

accuracy and performance. Understanding bullet ballistics, weight, and design

helps in selecting the most suitable bullet for each scenario.

2. External Ballistics

Long-range shooting involves understanding external ballistics, including factors

such as bullet drop, wind drift, and even atmospheric conditions. Van Zwoll

emphasizes the importance of mastering these concepts to consistently hit

targets at extended ranges.

3. Shooting Positions

Varying shooting positions offer different levels of stability and comfort.

Experimenting with prone, kneeling, and standing positions allows you to adapt to

various shooting scenarios and engage targets effectively.

Long-range rifle shooting requires a combination of knowledge, skills, and

practice. Wayne Van Zwoll's expert insights on techniques, optics, and

ammunition provide valuable guidance for aspiring long-range shooters.

Mastering these aspects will elevate your shooting abilities and enable you to hit

targets at extended distances consistently.
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Wayne van Zwoll covers the technical aspects of rifle shooting in a conversational

voice. He goes over everything from milliradians to walnut stocks, and exploding

rifle chambers to disintegrating bullets. The book is a must-read for anyone that

loves rifle shooting.

In The Technical Rifleman You’ll Learn:

About rifle scope options and nomenclature

Rifle shooting basic and advanced tips

How to choose the best rifle for the game you hunt
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